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Crystals for connecting with spirit guides



Crystals for connecting with spirit guides

Aegirine - Strengthens the immune system, nervous system, and metabolism. In particular, Aegirine supports and strengthens the spleen, gallbladder and liver. It is an excellent crystal for creating endurance and physical energy, &amp; also heals a person from injury, pain or illness. Agate - Blue Lace -
Wonderful stone healing. Her soft energy brings peace. It activates the chakra of the throat, allowing the free expression of thoughts and feelings. It connects thoughts with spiritual vibrations and brings deep peace. Agate - Blue - Gently take in. It builds confidence. Agate - Crazy Lace - is leveled and
protects the stone. It brings laughter and absorbs emotional pain. It is used to help make decisions by balancing physical, emotional and mental, so it is easy to make decisions. It also helps to stay focused. Agate - Crocodile - Promotes only expression and communication. It balances emotions, reduces
stress and limits fear. It opens the heart chakra. Agate- Dendritic - Ideal for inspecting yourself, and self-demented limitations and patterns that make your life experiences. It is a useful talisman for everyone involved in therapy, meditation, rebirth, twelve steps program, or any path of serious work that
requires daily behavioral change needed to achieve the desired results. Agate - Green - Strengthens mental and emotional flexibility and improves decision-making. This is useful in resolving disputes. Agate (Fire) - provides a calm, vibrant energy that promotes entutia for life. Wake up the lower chakras
and light the inner fires of life force, creativity, sexuality and will. It returns to focusing on the divine plan of its life's purpose and enhances the pleasures of everyday life. Agate - Moss - Stabilizing stone strongly connected to nature, this stone refreshes your soul and allows you to see beauty in everything
you see. A stone for new beginnings helps you see beauty in everything you see. It attracts wealth and abundance. Agate - Moss - is a stabilized stone strongly connected to nature, this stone refreshes your soul and allows you to see beauty in everything you see. A stone for new beginnings, helps you
unleash the blockages of the past. It attracts wealth and abundance. Agate - Pink - Promotes love between parent and child. Agate - Purple - Foundation and brings emotional, physical and intellectual balance. Agate - Snakeskin - This stone is an extremely happy stone that will help you eliminate worry
and depression from everyday life and connect you instead with the joy of life. It will remind you that, like a snake, it can spill its own skin and re-be born. This stone will activate kundalini if it is placed on base or on sacral chakras. The Agate snake skin will help you deal effectively with deviathic people
and difficult situations. This will help smooth wrinkles and treat skin diseases such as This will alleviate symptoms associated with hearing and gastric disorders. Agate - Umbu - Stone of lower intensity and slower vibrational frequency, is used to stabilize and strengthen the energy pattern of another stone.
Aleksandrit - Is a stone with strong powers; reacts to a change in the health of the carrier by discolouration. It is thought that it can improve blood circulation, pur clear blood and strengthen blood vessels; also has a positive effect on the spleen and pancreas. Amazonit - Protects against electromagnetic
pollution. Extremely soothing stone, calming the brain and nervous system and aligning the physical body with an ethereal, maintains optimal health. It balances male and female energy. It helps you to see both sides of the problem and different points of view. Amber - The life force trapped in amber
promotes fertility, and its protective and environmental clean-up properties make it a good stone to be used to prepare the medicine or the delivery room. Use Amber with Sunny Plexus Chakra to increase confidence, mental clarity and creative self-expression. Amegeeen - Gently promotes upper chakras,
opening psychic and intuitive centers and enhancing psychic abilities. It promotes meditation, lends a peaceful sense of surrender to the Divine. It helps you to make emotional and ego-based identities and frees you to express the full awareness of your higher self. It exhesses the energy of love. Amethyst
(Bolivia) - A very powerful protective stone, protects against psychological attack, overnading energy in love. It facilitates meditation and communes with guides and angels. It helps you surrender to the divine and to surrender your own power as a divine being. It opens and cleans the 3rd eye and crown
chakras, which in turn promote the development of intuitive and psyche abilities. Aids in remembering and understanding dreams. Bolivian ametic gives stability, strength, invigority &amp; peace. Amethyst (Brazil, India) - A very powerful protective stone, protects against psychological attack, overnailing
energy in love. It enables meditation and promotes communication with guides and angels. It helps you surrender to the Divine and to surrender your power as a divine being. It opens and cleanses the third eye and crown chakras, which in turn accelerates the development of intuitive and psyche abilities.
Aids in remembering and understanding dreams. Amethyst (South Africa) - Cleans your energy field of negative influences and attachments, and facilitates the creation of an energetic shield - a field of spiritual light around your body that protects negativity in your environment. Amethyst - Chevron - One of
the best stones to work with the Third Eye, improving both intuition and physical vision on all planes of existence. Chevron Amethyst is used to help remove resistance to change and to remove resistance to changes and to of all kinds. Chevron Amethyst creates a strong drug box around the user, and as
such, it is a good choice to clean the aura and to boost the immune system. Ametic – Green - (Prasiolite) - Awakens the heart. It connects the higher self to the lower self. It provides a deep connection to nature. Amethyst -Lemurian- These crystals have the potential to help you improve your life, but you
need to work with them in an effort. If you are committed to your personal journey, they are a useful stone that you must have and use regularly, and can help you solve the deep seated problems of the past, whether in this life or from past life. Ametrine - Strongly combines ametic with citrine. It is fast and
effective in its action and is especially useful in long-term illnesses. Physically, it connects the ousy do to a higher consciousness. Clear the stress and tension from the head, calm the mind and focus more on meditation. It opens the third eye, promoting health and divination. It combines male and female
energy. Andalusit - offers psychic protection, annexes, an infusion of life force, and a sense of satisfaction and goodwill. Angelite - The Stone of Awareness for the New Age, represents peace and brotherhood. It makes contact with the angel world. He's helping you tell your truth. It turns pain and disorder
into totality and healing. Apache Tears - Useful stones for teaching the value of peace. They strengthen the blood and immune system. They lend the body general vitality. Useful for psychological protection. A good stone for people who are devastated, as they have emphasized the value of this life. They
help prevent negative thought patterns and can help you find more positive thoughts to create your own reality. Useful in times of sadness. Apache tears (tumbled) - Remind us that the Spirit is all around us. They help us understand that all energy frequencies came from the Divine Source. They help
prevent negative thought patterns. They are excellent talismans of protection against all kinds of negative forces. Apatite - Pours energy of the heart, throat and third eye chakras. It enables clear communication of the balanced wisdom of mind and heart. Apophilite - A wonderful stone to help reiki truny.
This takes the patient into a deeper state of relaxation and susceptibility, while taking the healer out of the way, so that the transfer of the healing energy to the patient is cleaner. Aqua Lemurian - brings enhanced awareness into the world of dreams, angels, spiritual guides, movement forms,
interdimensional travels, intuition and related paranormal abilities. Aquamarine – Activates the throat chakra, facilitates the communication of your truth, soothes burning energy, and promotes understanding between different aspects. It helps to drain the stagnation of energy and helps you to drain old
samples. This is useful for with sadness and fighting infections. Calm down and reduce stress. Shut the mind down. A rock of power, communication and connections. Aragonite - Has the ability to center and ground physical energy and is useful in times of stress. It teaches patience and acceptance, but it
also helps with concentration. He fights anger and emotional stress. Allows you to clear and activate the aurca field, chakras, and meridians. It promotes the expression of your energy through words, art or other communication channels. It helps with emotional growth and self-self-rightee. It helps to
unleash attachment and emotional drama. It stimulates the body's energy systems, increases vitality and endurance. Auralit - It is like a bridge to the divine, it is a stone that has an open canal to the Angel suing. This crystal can help you connect more easily with guides and angels, and also brings
calmness to your life that you have never felt possible before. Auralite crystal tone down anger and cool hot tempers, teaches creatures to think before speaking or acting for themselves, and to others. This stone works with the upper chakras, more precisely, it also has a cure throughout the body. This
reinforces the phalration, personal development and intuition extensively and on many levels and can only be truly appreciated when it is held. Aventurin - Blue -Used for psychic attunement, self-discipline and inner strength. Aventurin - Green - Comforter, heart healer, and general harmonizer-protects the
heart. It brings things back under control and is useful in malignant conditions. It stabilizes nausea and dissolves negative emotions and thoughts. An all-encompassing healer brings good. Aventurin - Peaches - has all the healing properties associated with Aventurine, as well as some supplements. It is a
stone that is often recommended to help with anxiety, anxiety, stress and compressing. It is supposed to have a positive impact on thoughts, strengthening the sense of self is the perfect stone for those looking for a positive new perspective on their lives. Aventurin - Red - will provide physical, emotional
and mental healing that can lead to a more joyous and balanced life. It will show your spirit leads the connection with the lensing light of your heart. It has been found to be very effective in relieving lower back pain, eliminating urinary tract problems and can help with problems in the reproductive system.
Aventurin - Yellow - Stone for determination, and alignment with your higher path. Manifestation and creativity. Axinite – They say it helps change the energy within an individual from negative to positive, making it wonderful to change bad mood and downsize into creative and ambitious energy. Azurite -
Leads psychic and intuitive development. It calls for enlightenment. Barite - helps connect us to our highest purpose and higher self. It acts as a magnet for high frequency energy, activates and clears the blockage in chakras, which allow for a stronger connection to intuitive abilities. Barite helps us identify
where we need to go and allow change to lead to our evolution. Bismuth - Relieves feelings of loneliness or loneliness. It is a stone of transformation and change that helps to adapt to change with a peaceful assurance. Bismuth promotes cohesiveness and would therefore be very useful in the group
and/or dynamics of relationships. Bloodstone - an excellent blood cleanser and a powerful healer. Wonderfully tightening and protecting the stone, the blood stone maintains unwanted influences. It promotes dreaming and is a powerful stone to revive your energy. Calm the mind, regascid confusion and
strengthen the decision-making process. Fears of the Stones - These stones have strong groundmeh and treat metaphysical properties. They can be used in body layouts to clean chakras and balance male and female energy in the body. They come in pairs, which are usually made of one male Stone's
struggles and one female stone, and carry a fairly useful level of lensing energy. Bronzit - It's a stone of politeness. It promotes loving and equality. It also provides an incentive for determination that has not been resolved in your life, allowing you to do what needs to be done. Calcite - a powerful energy
enhancer. Simply using the calcite in the room cleans negative energy from the environment and increases its energy. Removes energy stagnation from the body. Calm your mind. Fortifis immune system. Cleans and re-feeds the chakra system. Calcite - Blue - Promotes inner vision, clairvoyance and
telepathy. This can help you refocus the mind on positive thoughts and increase the effectiveness of affirmations. It helps you to connect with the muse by making it easier to express creative thoughts and ideas. It is generally soothing emotions and can help you relax stress and be more optimistic and
empower in your outlook. Calcite - Brown - It is an excellent crystal that must be held on the hand, especially for those who seem to repeat mistakes; this breaks the pattern so that the carrier can make better decisions. This is useful in maintaining balance, especially at home or at work. Calcite –
Chocolate – is an excellent crystal that must be kept at hand, especially for those who seem to repeat mistakes; this breaks the pattern so that the carrier can make better decisions. This is useful in maintaining balance, especially at home or at work. Golden Brown Calcite protects the user from negative
energy and brings a sense of peace. It is also used as a stone of prosperity. Calcite – cobalitian - This is a stone of empathy. It's a remote healing tool because it helps you to get the energy of others, even if they're not present. It opens the heart. Calcite - Green - will help you create the energy of
abundance so that your intentions can flourish into reality. Use this stone to grow a brighter future with enhanced communication, mental ness and spiritual balance. If you are stuck in Rut, this crystal will help you to free yourself from this cycle, and bring a positive transformation. Calcite - Med - Gently
amplifies energy and psychic abilities through third-ounce and crown chakras. This process can help in releasing feelings of deprivation and connecting with divine perfection, which is the ness of the universe. By connecting these chakras through the crown of Chakra and moving the energy down to the
Chakra root, it can pull down divine and angelic energy through the body, helping one to relax into life and create a state of hibernation. Calcite - Mango - Connects with divine love and activates the heart. It's a great stone for the health of your emotional body. A strong ally to use with people who face
deep sadness, trauma or emotional hysteria. Calcite – Merkabite - An amazing stone for opening the third eye. It connects you to the Higher Self and helps you to assume the fullness of your power. Calcite - Orange - Helps integrate spiritual hostility with the physical body, enhances creativity, and is
helpful in working with emotional issues. Use Orange Calcite to energize and clean the lower chakras. Orange calcite works especially well with Sacral Chakra to increase the will and remove depression. Working with Orange Calcite can bring higher insights from the upper chakras down to the lower
chakras to process, so they can be used in a more instinctive way without needing an extended thought. Calcite Psuedomorth after Aikait - Facilitates patience. They are optimistic and wonderful stones that can eradicate worry. It stimulates emotional self-regulation. Calcite – Red - Increase energy,
increase emotions, gadgets will-power and opens the heart chakra. It removes the stagnation of energy and dissolves the blockages. It is cut off to the basic chakras, which feed them and heal. It alleviates fear, brings understanding to the source. Carnelian - The foundation and anchors you in the present
reality. Excellent for restoring vitality and motivation and promoting creativity. It gives courage, promotes positive life choices, reasses apathy and motivates success. It accepts the cycle of life and removes the fear of death. It calms anger and pregnas the emotional negativity, replacing it with a love of life.
Feline eye - The structure of this mineral represents happiness and sedren. It can increase your happiness, stimulate intuition and increase your consciousness. It is effective in the removal of unwanted energy. Chalcedony - Used to calm and balance the mind. It creates a sense of centredness.
Chalcedony – Blue – When there is a need for softness on the auricular field, at times when stress mount and your center begins to wobble, blue chalcedony can restore calm and balance. It opens the throat and the third eye chakras. Chalcopyrite - This mineral has been used to help find lost objects. It
enhances your perception skills and strengthens your contact with other cultures. A perfect stone for meditation, it opens the crown chakra and maintain a calm state. Charoite - a soul stone with deep physical and emotional healing energy. It is a stone of transformation and is used to overcome fears.
Chiastolite - offers psychic protection, annexes, an infusion of life force, and a sense of satisfaction and goodwill. Chinese writing stone - ground floor stone, which is used to help acquire languages. Chrysanthemum Stone - Grounding, prosperity, and discovering and achieving the purpose of your soul.
Chrysocolla - Its soothing, soothing energy facilitates the flow in your life. It reasses glowing energy, angry words or fear-filled sarcasm, so our most kind truth is shared by our words and our silence. It helps you to own the value of your experience, knowledge and contributions. It releases stress, anxiety
and other imbalances based on fear in the body. Chrysocolla &amp; Cuprite - Together they are a very supportive goddess of energy stone that will inspire verbal expression, and will empower both men and women to communicate in a clear, loving way. It will open your chakra throats and encourage the
words you speak, and can help you choose the right words that will help emotional healing in other Chrysoprase – Share the feeling that it is part of the divine whole. This has prompted deep meditative stash and fosters a love of truth. It also promotes hope and gives personal insights. It draws talent and
encourages creativity. Promotes loyalty in business and personal relationships. It feeds the heart and sakrale chakras and brings universal energy to the body. Chrysoprase- Lemon-Imparts feel detached from the divine whole. He pulls out a deep meditative stash. It draws talent and encourages creativity.
Promotes loyalty in business and personal relationships. It promotes speech fluidity and mental goodness. It's a powerful detox. Cinnabar - promotes dignity, vitality and strength. This can be very useful in the world of business and finance. Cinnabar helps attract abundance. Putting Cinnabar in the wallet
has created an increase in the owner's income and can help preserve the acquisition of wealth. Citrine (it warms) - promotes a third chakra to help you be more asertic and outgoing. It helps to identify the problematic issues you have around abundance and well-being. Baker - Hermes stone is associated
with fast-thinking, mindful communication, &amp; leaping insight. It's a sewer energy metal. It's a water line between the sky and earth. It is a powerful energy guide &amp; improves every stone used with it. Coral - Can be used to open and clear the crown chakra and align the main chakras of the body
with the energy of the ethereal plane. It provides a separate connection to the ethereal plane, stimulates energy flow and helps to break energy blockages in the physical body and fill all the voids in the aura. It can also stimulate clairaudient abilities. Coral - Blue - Activates the throat chakra. It facilitates
the improvement of Trading. Coral – Red - Activates the basic chakra. It helps to balance material with spiritual. Covellite - Opens the channel to the Divine and allows communication with angels and spiritual guides. It's a wonderful stone for the ists, because it opens up higher energy frequencies while
holding you back. It has an energy that promotes psychic abilities and intuitive work. It helps to outsm much the higher and lower worlds. This is a great stone for anyone who wants to get information about past lives and karmic patterns. Covellite allows one to gain deeper information about one's own life
or that of others. It makes for an incredibly swollen stone. Danburite - Ins pours a sense of joy and communication with the Divine and facilitates meditation. It brings you into resonance with a higher frequency of Light Energy and allows you to open yourself gracefully to these frequencies so that you can
drive into the Earth plane and use it for use in the world. Danburite – polished – relieves stress and worry. He's moving his heart and sending a message that everything's fine. Holding danburite in each hand calms and helps with mediation. Diopside - Charges and activates the third eye, heart and other
chakras. It opens the umni center so that learning new information is enhanced. Dumortierite - Reduces excitement and eliminates stubbornness. It's a great stone for patience. It helps you realize that reality is an illusion and an illusion is real. It promotes the verbalization of spiritual ideas. It provides
strength when dealing with the disease. Emerald - Connects to the frequency of divine love, compassion and true hinge for all your experiences and creations. It is powerful to shift the consciousness of the inner workings to the consciousness of prosperity, to develop your trust, which the universe will
provide for all your needs. He's a wonderful emotional player and especially good for the heart. Epidot – brings you more of what you already have, according to your highest good. If you are surrounded by love, you increase this love, and if you are surrounded by negative energy, you will increase
negativity. Both are very useful for growth. Epidot S Overhea - Combining the epidote with its ability to release negativity and oversue with its ability to bring inner peace to the heart and will, makes for a very strong stone. This stone is used to create whatever your heart wants, but you should always
contain at least the seed of what you are trying to attract. If you want love, then you must be loving, and if you want prosperity (which is generosity from outer space) then you must be generous. Elf Cross (Staurolit) - Embody the energy that will help you to contact creatures from the natural world. They
have soothing energy that helps alleviate stress, anxiety and fear, and are also useful for helping to stop smoking. Elves stones - They often wear like happy charms. According to legend, these special stones protection from bad spirits. They also bring good health and well-being to travelers in the
assumption when they are in your home. Fossil - Used for tightening and protection. It connects you to the ancient wisdom of the Earth and provides a sense of connection to the past. Fluorspar - This stone cleanses and stabilizes the aur. Used in healing, fluorspar draws negative energy and stress from
all kinds. Clean, clean, remsue and reorganize everything that's not perfect. It justifies and incorporates spiritual energy. It helps to absorb new information and encourages fast thinking. Fluorite (octahedral) - Brings a cleaned and cleansing feeling of restoration of chakras. It eliminates negativity inside the
room. Fluorite - Purple - This is the third eye stone that brings rationality to intuitive properties and helps you to communicate accurately about what you see mentally. Fluorspar – Rainbow - By working with a piece in each hand bring mental clarity. They're also full of energy that exudes happiness. It's hard
to be down when you're working with these stones. Fluorite – Yrye – Many think it is one of the best lensing stone, especially for the times in which we are now. These stones were hand-picked from the mine by a very intuitive stone healer. Their energies are very strong. Fossil - Used for tightening and
protection. It connects you to the ancient wisdom of the Earth and provides a sense of connection to the past. Fuchsite - Known as stone healers, because it is especially good for healers. It is a stone with strong metaphysical properties, which is very useful for anyone in its vicinity. It is especially useful if
they try to save others regularly from themselves, when it would be better for the person to take responsibility for their health concerns. Even if you are not a healer, it can help you look at your own needs and demands, and the health of your loved ones when you need to. Fulgurite (Petrified lightning) -
Embodies the strong energy of lightning in them, which was incaguished in stone at the time of the event that caused their creation. This energy makes these stones a powerful manifestation of the tool. The common use is to manifest with the power of prayer. By burning prayer and then blowing your
prayer out, through the center of the stone, into space, many people believe that this is an incredibly effective means of manifestation. Gaia Stone - promotes balanced judgment. Useful in relationships with ocito. Dinged out nightmares and gadgets in rested sleep. Strong help for both psychic and magical
development. Galena - Shamanic soul extraction, alchemically just makeover, and past life recall. Garnet (raw) - Tools for making imagination products manifest in a three-dimensional world. All 1,000 1,000 people are hinged on the energy of prosperity and enjoying the world's pleasures. Garnet (tumbled)
- They say you can warn they are approaching danger and have long worn it as protective talismans, inspiring love and devotion. It balances sex drive and alleviates emotional disharmony. It's a stone of devotion. A useful crystal to be had in a crisis, and is especially helpful in cases where there seems to
be no way out. It brings success in business matters. It is used to treat heart and blood disorders. Geodes - Allows you to recognize and analyze the full picture before making a decision. It enables the design and design of its own future. Glendonite – Helps you deepen your spiritual consciousness,
increase your intuitive capabilities and be aware of the thoughts in your heart. Goldstone (blue) - man made - Useful in attracting happiness and opening hearts and throat chakras. Goldstone (green) - man made - Opens the heart of the chakra. It brings a sense of happiness to the person who holds it.
Goldstone (red) - man made - Useful in attracting prosperity and abundance. Healerit - One of the best healing stones that creates revitalization at the cellular level. It helps to dismiss negative patterns. It is great for promoting joy, exanivity, generosity, intimacy and heart awareness. Healing Shields -
Calcite and matrix stone provide a sense of calmness and protection against darker energs. Hematite - Especially effective on the ground floor and protection. It harmonises the mind, the body and the spirit. It dissolves negativity and prevents the entry of negative energies into the aurms, restoring peace
and harmony into the body. Useful for legal positions. Useful for overcoming comas and addiction. Hematite- Specular- Brings grounding and high energy at the same time. It encourages yourself to achieve your personal goals, no matter what is perceived as acceptable, and misses all judgment. It helps to
justify the high level of spiritual energy of the reality of everyday life. Hematoid - Hematite &amp; Citrine - has both earthly and stabilized properties of hematite combined with the energy properties of Citrine. It helps to remove and modify negative energies that bring insight and understanding into
situations. Hematoid is also said to help increase self-worth and personal confidence. Hematite and Red Jasper - This combination of strong protection stones and annexation makes you an amazing ally for situations where you are being attacked energetically or mentally. A piece in your pocket or a few
pieces near the front door can help protect you and your home. Hemimorfat - Is a powerful stone for channeling, angelic communication and connection to guides. Herkimer Diamond - Manifestation of pure solidified spiritual Light. It opens and activates the third eye, promotes internal vision and increased
dream condition. Hiddenite - Coming in wide variety of shades from through white and advancing through hiddenite greens is a stone of progression and growth. It is often used as a focus when dealing with work, designed to help the doctor to spiritually, mentally grow Emotional. It also helps the doctor to
be aware of the progress already made and the progress currently being made, which facilitates the presence at the moment, which can help maintain progress towards current targets, rather than getting stuck in to the reflection. Howlite - This is an extremely soothing stone. Put under a pillow is a great
antidote to insomnia, especially if it's caused by an overactive mind. It helps with travel from the body and access to past lives. It shapes ambition, both spiritual and material, and aids in reaching them. Infinite – Helps clear the Avr field. It can help maintain focus while studying or meditation. It can help you
to be less sensitive to the thoughts of others, and help you to feel more confident and less invested in external praise or valuation. It's a stone of independence. Iolit - promotes your visual abilities and enhances creative expressions of higher information. It empowers you to come up with solutions to the
sight of unheard emotional problems. It promotes a positive, calm and clear mind amid ignorance. Jade - It's a symbol of purity and conscience. Jade is associated with a heart chakra and increases love and nurturing. It is a protective stone that keeps the damage away and brings harmony. It attracts a lot
of happiness and friendship. Jade - Nephrite - is often used in dreamwork, to help with lucid sanitation, and in remembering dreams. Nephrite Jade carries a resuscitated energy that can help revive speed. It is a stone of health and abundance that allows divine energy to improve living conditions. Jasper -
Brazil - Helps participants in the group to maintain comprehension towards others, to be open to compromise and to speak from the heart with an understanding further supported by the group's energy. Jasper - Brecciated - It has a grounding effect in the mind and helps to soothe excessive worry or fear.
It helps to soothe fear or worry, especially when it is caused by an unfocused mind. This is useful in Shaman practice as an energetic gateway to other worlds. Jasper - Brown - This stone is connected to the Earth and promotes ecological awareness. It brings stability and balance. The stone allows for
deep meditation, centering and regression into past lives, revealing karmic forces. It stimulates the earth's chakra and stimulates the immune system. Jasper-Bumble Bee activates Sacral and Solar Plexus chakras, which allows you to make changes, find new opportunities, increase self-esteem, and make
decisions without relying on emotions. Remind you that the possibilities are limitless, because the only limits are the ones you put on yourself. Connecting with your energy helps you embrace a more positive disposition &amp; have more confidence. Jasper - Caramel - Protects between spiritual work and
physical travel. It directs positive energy, and it makes you feel physically better and energized. Stimulates the solar plexus chakra. It releases toxins. - Cobra - Useful in times of stress or severe emotional disorders. This stone has a very calming effect on the nervous system and is a wonderful stone to
help you relax or meditate. Jasper - Coffee - Strengthens the immune system, cleans pollutants from the body, and stimulates cleansing organs. Jasper - Dalmatian - Promotes joy. Remind you to bring joy to others. It protects you from negativity and helps you to be detained. Jasper - Dragon Stone - Is a
reinser of physical and ethereal bodies and works well for knitting the two together. In times of illness or other negative conditions, it can raise vitality and help your body recover. It's a wonderful stone to break out of habits and start new ones. Jasper - Green - Oceli and releases the disease from the body.
It balances body parts that have become important to the detriment of others. The stone stimulates the heart chakra. Jasper - Indian script - Useful stone when trying to learn new and complex things. It is also useful to work between two languages or disciplines. It's a very unified stone. Jasper - Kambaba -
This is a stone to eliminate the threat of wandering enemies and limitations, preventing the penetration of psychic attacks and restoring your power. This is useful in demosting activities and further stabilising the environment. Jasper - Leopard Skin - Promotes healing at all levels and relaxes the cause of
the disease in the body. He's hoping for positions that seem desperate. It brings a sense that we value heritage and shared values, while at the same time making progress in your spirit of adventure. Jasper - Ocean – Supports the service to others through helping you maintain your focus on giving. It
facilitates breathing and sound healing. It secretes toxins from the body. Jasper - Picture - Mother Earth is supposed to talk to her children. Contains messages from the past within images for those who can read it. It brings to the surface hidden feelings of guilt, misplaced, hatred, love and thought, which
are usually pushed aside; from past or present life. When repression is unleashed, they see them as lessons along the way. The stone insoucesses a sense of proportionality and harmony. It brings solace and soothes fear. It also stimulates the immune system. Jasper – Polychrome – This stone is used
to increase imagination, energy and evolution. It helps you achieve resolutions for problems that direct you to the available answers. Jasper – Purple - A great stone to heal old traumas and sorrows. A very gentle stone that works well with a sisestone. Jasper – Purple Flower - Soft energy. Useful in
moving past injuries and injuries. It helps alleviate depression and anxiety. Jasper - Silver Leaf - This is a powerful stone and can be used to inspect recent or ancient pasts. It is also helpful in Shaman's practice as an energetic gateway to other worlds. Jasper - It is known as the stone of resolution and de-
withstandment. This should help communication of all kinds, and help the man listen easily and without distorting the message that is heard. It's also a wonderful stone for meditation. It is said to contain the spiritual learning of nature and is often used during earthly healing rituals. His energy strengthens
the physical body and calms emotions. It is assumed that it provides a channel through which they can turn to nature ghosts, allowing them to act in co-or tinge with the individual. In physical care, it was used to detoxify the body and relieve feelings of sadness and depression. Jasper - Red - known as the
Stone of Endurance, gentle but vital, stimulator chi, or life force, brings physical strength and energy, endurance, focus and determination. Its stable frequency soothes the emotional body, creating a long, stable energy to improve health or overcome disease, setting goals and tracking to the conclusion,
coping with unpleasant tasks and courage to right wrongs. Red Jasper activates the Chakra base and promotes the energy boost of kundalini through all chakras, cleaning and strengthening the aura. It is a stone of passion, useful for restoring and rejuvenating libido, and in manifesting creative ideas. It
provides a vivid dream recall, and is a powerful stone for those working with earthly energies to make a deep connection with the earthly spirits and guardians of jasper and holy cities – Stormy – It can be used to facilitate a very deep state of meditation and help you to achieve the perfect center of
yourself. It encourages you to release stress. Jasper - Zebra - Its directed energy further enhances the stone-laying process, which provides energy insight according to the position of placement of other relevant minerals on the body or in the environment. Jasper - Wine - can help clean up unwanted
debris and penetrate deep into the emotions of people, those who are hanging around and need to be eliminated. Kristal Wine Jasper also helps the creative flow to move freely in creative pursuits. It will help you be adventurous creative while you stay down. The Jasper wind is a powerful primary issuce.
It helps with the force of life, the flow of life and the natural rhythms. This will help blood flow, blood system and help with blood-related diseases. It helps the physical body, the blood system and helps blood-related diseases such as anemia, liver and kidney diseases, heart problems, varicose veins and
circulation. Known as the stone of protection, it receses evil and protects you all day. Jasper is a crystal of tenderness and relaxation. It turns out that it increases the ability to relax and brings serenity, comfort and healing. It is used to stabilize your personal energy and aura, especially during astral travel
and for the ground floor of yourself. Jet - Protects against violence and disease and provides during a spiritual journey. The people that Jet attracts are supposed to be old souls who have a long experience of being incarnation on earth. After each application, the jet used for the healing must be thoroughly
cleaned. It stabilizes finances and protects businesses. It is used to treat migraines and colds. K-2 Stone - increases insight so that it is able to find answers to questions related to issues in life, helps intuition so that one is able to connect with all they know. Kunzite - Opens the heart to all the energies of
love - only love, human love, love of humanity animals, plants and minerals. Most importantly, this is a platoon for divine love. It's one of the best gift stones. People who receive Kunzite feel an impulse to be kind and altruistic. Passing stone helps you move through the day with goodness, tenderness and
feeling. Kyanite- It is a great stone for meditation and attunement. It will not re-energize negative vibrations or energy, so it never requires air conditioning. Kyanite aligns all chakras and subtle bodies immediately. It provides a balance of yin-yang energy and remsss the blockage, moving energy gently
through the physical body. Kyanite has a soothing effect on the whole creature, bringing serenity. Promotes psychic abilities and communication at all levels. It vents anger, frustration, confusion and stress and helps to ensure the ability to think linearly and logically. Kyanite provides stimulating energy,
promoting agelessness in activities and situations that would normally reduce its power. It can help connect with spiritual guides. Kyanite promotes the recall of dreams and can promote the father's dreams. Kyanite treats the urogenital system, glands and parathyroid glands. It helps with disturbances in
the throat, brain and muscle system. It helps to reduce infections and lower blood pressure. Kyanite is a natural pain reliever. It works with all the Chakras who focus most on Root Chakra. Many crystals like it because it can be both ground-floor and energetic. Meditating with Black Kyanite can help to
come to important insights resulting from exploring the subconscious mind. It is often used to explore past lives and also to predict how current actions affect future lives. Kyanite – Blue - A great stone for atunement and meditation. It is a soothing and powerful transmitter and amplifier of high frequency
energies, promoting psychic abilities and intuition. He connects with spiritual guides and insouths compassion. It promotes the recall of dreams and promotes the father's dreams. It's useful for those who pass through death. Kyanite straightens chakras and subtle bodies, clean paths and meridijane. It
restores Chi to the body and organs. Kyanite – Green - is a growth crystal - a powerful water of the Earth's life force of birth, development, and and the power of the erument of nature. This is a powerful help in nurturing, whether family relationships have escaped or a new business venture. Green crystals
are perfect for running a feat on a course, a project on schedule and life on track. Light green crystals promote spiritual growth and renewed commitment to higher purpose. These darker footprints are talismans of physical growth and strength and travel safety. Labradors – Wearing or carrying allows
magical powers to be brought to the surface. It enhances the mental and intuitive abilities of clairvoyance, telepathy, prophecies and control of randomness, and helps to communicate with senior guides and ghosts in accessing Akashic records, psychic readings and recalls from past life. It enables the
ease of movement between the two worlds and allows for a safe and hypoctile return to the present. As a stone in the workplace, it is best for people, which makes working life more innate. It promotes people and full attention to the customer and helps full-time and temporary staff to fully integrated into
the company. Labradorites tempt the negative side of our personalities, characters and actions that rob our energy and can cause depression or shame. It helps to reduce antisocial, reckless or impulsive behaviour in children, teenagers and adults, which are easily run into trouble by others, and can help
to detoxify the effects of tobacco, alcohol and, to a lesser extent, hard drugs. Labradorite – Golden – Allows you to understand and respect your spiritual abilities and increase your confidence in use. This helps you to feel more confident in social situations and helps you to feel more empowered to let your
light soath. It is used for detoxification and cleaning. Lapis Lazuli - Opens the third eye and balances the throat chakra. It promotes enlightenment and enhances dream work and psychic abilities, promotes spiritual journeys and personal and spiritual power. He recognizes psychological attacks, blocks
them and returns energy to his sources. Larimar - Comforts the emotional body and awakens the divine feminine inside. It opens the throat of a chakra and is a wonderful stone for soothing and soothing soothing emotions. Lava (Basalt) - Is a stone of strength and courage, allowing one opportunity for



stability through all the changes in their lives. Lazurine – Pink - Used to awaken higher vibrations of the heart. He has a very loving energy. Lepidolite - Helps you find a strong emotional center by not being hinged by the dramas and events of your external experience. A great stone for those with excessive
care or fear. You can take a beautiful bath by placing more stones in a warm bath, light the snowma and allow the soft energy to permeate your energy field. Lodestone - A powerful stone for manifestation to help you attract what you most want, including desirable situations and people. Also called
Magnetit, this shape of stone is naturally magnetic. Has ability to balance the hemispheres of the brain. Magic Eggs - In Chinese tradition, eggs pull negativity out of the environment. Put them in a glass container filled with water for cleaning. Some people feel they can absorb negative energy and make
living environments more positive. Malahit - Used for inspiration and enlightened leadership. It insuries creativity, trust and protection. Sometimes it's for heart therapy. Marble - Picasso - Used to help preserve and maintain, while providing an understanding of the fate you have chosen. It accelerates the
transformation of intuition into intellectual thought. It helps you change, attract power and ernity. It promotes the confluence and reduces the anxiety and stress of Marcasite – Produces an insight into unwanted properties and helps with the price itself. Merlinite - Used to develop psyche abilities. It can be
used for sudden mystical awakening. Meteorite - Helps with issues of blood and circulatory system, energetic strengthening of the physical vehicle, increasing endurance and physical healing. They have ground energy that protects, balances and stabilizes the emotional body. Mimetite - Offers the person
who holds a stone sense of independence. It reinforces the spirit of adventure. It can be used during guidance to protect against unwanted entities and psychological attacks. Calm and protect the reptile. Mookaite - Exhi d'oeuailyizes the energy of animal health and instincts. To help communicate with
animals. Empty the third eye and the sun's plexus chakras, and align them with the root chakra. Moonstone - The Stone of New Beginnings. Calm your emotions. It is used to increase clairvoyance and clairvoyance. It promotes lucid dreams, especially during the full moon. It is connected to the pine gland
and balances the hormonal system. Moonstone - Black - Is a great stone for finance and prosperity. This will help attract a gradual increase in your finances and you will start to feel more financial security. It can protect against the effects of X-rays, radiation and electromagnetic energies. Moonstone -
Rainbow - Acts as a prism that reproduces energy around and throughout the aura. It helps to clean up the psyche senses and brings the frequency of joy to your energy field. Good for psychic protection. Morganit - It is called pink emerald and is correctly named. It's about the abundance of heart and the
well-being of love. It helps you understand the energy of abundance and open yourself up to receive the love of the Divine. It brings a sense of emotional abundance, love and peaceful accepting and trust to the Divine Plan for your life. It helps you identify past wounds and ordinary patterns that can stand
in you to deal with the partner of your soul. Morganite Clear - This stone brings a sense of peace, joy and inner strength expressed in the most gentle and loving way. With this stone you can experience the growth of confidence and strength You are constantly aware of your connection to divine love.
Numite - Stone exceptional ground floor, backed by the elemental forces of the Earth, which can be drawn in times of need. It's an excellent power source with a strong electromagnetic field. It directs subtle bodies, strengthens the Aur's shield and is strongly protected against negative energy,
manipulation and environmental pollutants. Obsidian - Black - It is a very powerful and creative stone. It grounds spiritual forces into a physical plane that brings them under the direction of conscious will and allows the manifestation of spiritual energies on Earth. It's a volcanic glass stained by the presence
of minerals present during formation. This stone is connected to the spiritual fire and the ghosts of the guardians who look out for us. It also has the influences of the mother goddess, water, mysteries and ancestors. Obsidian - Green - helps to gentlely remove cables to connect with others that we no
longer want to have. This is done gently, but with a view and will prevent future connections by redirecting cables to an infinite vessel filled with white light. Obsidian - Mahogany - It underpins, protects, and gives you strength in times of need. Useful in removing energy blocks, it also helps you grow at all
levels. It strengthens the weak avro and gives a correct spin on the sakrale and solar plexus chakras. Obsidian - Purple - Gentle opener for crown chakra. Obsidian - Rainbow - Absorbs negative energy. Release the hooks that others have left in your heart, pouring the energy of the heart. Obsidian -
Snowflakes - Allows you to make the best of a bad situation with clear negative and self-defeating thoughts. It inspires you with new ideas to improve the situation. Obsidian – Jagoda - Opens the first chakra. Aida in the digestion of everything that is hard to accept. It's a negative energy. Onyx – Black –
Teaches the proper use of power and focusing energy in a positive force. It's used for screaming and magic work. It promotes the first chakra. It helps you to connect and connect to the earth's electromagnetic energy. Opal - Dendritic - Strengthens and protects the emotional body. These are the
foundational and magic stones that help prevent psyche attacks. It is used to relieve chronic anxiety, stress or depression. Opal - Green - Is a cleansing and remoeverous stone, bringing energy and a speedy recovery from illness, exhaustion or mental angst. Whether it helps a man to unburden the heart
or provide assistance in relationships, the Green Opals have the ability to filter information and redirect the mind, giving meaning to everyday life and bringing spiritual perspective. Green Opals activates the heart chakra and uses wood energy, family energy and health, prosperity and abundance. Opal –
Honey - Used for cleaning larger rooms and also personal space around the bracket. Opal – Pink - This is the stone of restoration, restoration relationship between yourself and everything. He teaches love and non-violence. It helps to relax old samples and cleanse and cleanse the mind and heart. Opal –
White – You can increase your ability to earn and keep money, and promote your sense of self-worth. Opal – Yellow - This is an emotionally supportive and nurturing stone without being too tense. It is a cornerstone for the emotional body and is a great stone for relieving worry, chronic stress and
depression. Opalit – Is a wonderfully smiren crystal. It's a rock of love, but it rewards only loyal lovers. This should help shape our own romantic bonds. Opalit is supposed to alleviate depression, soothe the mhi-nerves and help us get away from anxiety. Peridot - These stones are little green nuggets of
positive power. They bring with them a sense of inner goodness and warmth, like a ray of sunshine. We can use them for the blessing and energy of your work. They are a powerful frequency generator increase and are used to generate wealth. More than a simple stone of financial prosperity, these gems
help you increase your ability to receive at all levels. Petalite - It's a wonderful meditation tool and opens the third eye and crown of chakras. It is a comforting and recreating stone, it is excellent for healing all kinds of trauma, but especially valuable for overcoming abuse/patterns of victims. It brings a
frequency of peaceful self-love and self-sufficient love. Phenacite (Phenakite) - Provides quick access to higher levels of awareness and guidance. It activates the third eye, crown and ethereal chakras above the head, promoting psychic perception, vision and power dreams. It is an excellent meditation
stone, as it provides the door to extended spiritual understanding. Phenacite helps you obtain a solution so that you can take appropriate action to change your life to reflect a more spiritual purpose. It provides spiritual courage to make the necessary changes. Phosphosiderit - is an excellent stone if you
want to connect with your spiritual guide. This will facilitate a stronger spiritual connection. It will also bring your life balance and stability. This is a good stone to help you access past living memories and open your third eyechauth. Pietersite - Connects everyday consciousness with spiritual warning that
you are a spiritual being on a human journey. It is a stone of vision and is used for shaman's journey. It's used in the past. Pinolith - Enters an intellect with deep peace for more effective meditation, Promotes heartache in love with yourself and others, activates Crown Chakra, but simultaneously builds the
mind, keeps you stable in the middle of the tjeskoba, massages u ease the pain of the middle of the tjela (jell-a-bowel, female anatomy), offers psychological clarity of vision. Prehn - Offers a reflective, peaceful vantage point from which to explore the nature of your experience. It facilitates the heart
connection with all creation. This is nurturing stone that can help you unleash ego-identification with past wounds. It's like an emotional soap that helps flush emotional remnants out of the aura. It helps you to instantly relax identification with emotional wounds and prevent a little pain that grows into gmotic
emotional wounds. Good for emptying toxins and waste from the body. Pyrite - Helps in taking action to create abundance in life. It promotes creative energy and promotes healthy sexual expression. It helps to overcome fears and act. Quartz - Used for programming, ampming up your intentions,
increasing the energy environment and airing energy. The clear 4th is also a powerful lensing stone. He wears very loving and sweet energy, promotes spirit and lifts his mood. Meditating with this crystal allows entry into a state of conscientious and peaceful, purification and rest, and that beyond the body
it is to receive and receive assistance from angel guides. Angel Aura helps to memento the lessons of past incarnations and to contribute to the spiritual purpose. Quartz- Apricot- promotes enlightenment, reproduction connection with your higher self, and allows a higher understanding of your actions
&amp; thoughts. Quartz - Aqua Aura- Used to activate laryng, third-ounce and crown chakras. Aqua Aura is supposed to be able to help in communication from heart to head, allowing a man to recognize and speak his highest truths. They are excellent for helping a man recognize the Earth as a living
being, and connect with it at the level of the soul. Many energy workers use this crystal in global serction, as well as personal and individual swollenness. Helps clean the avro &amp; align chakras. Quartz – Elestial - Energy infusion from higher worlds. Divine love, angel communication. Grounding. Quartz
– Laser Rods - Directs energy into an intense beam. This beam can be used to remove entities, attachments, programs, and cables into the energy body. Quartz - Lemon - in addition to all the normal properties of a clear quartz, should bless the bearer with the qualities of optimism, goodness and
creativity. It is supposed to support deep meditation and increase the focus on personal goals. It also helps the mind to find clarity and bright outlook. Quartz - Lemurian - Considered one of the Master Crystals, Lemurian Quartz Crystals teach oneness and remind us that while we are all individuals, we are
also connected to each other, and that we are all equal in the Spirit. Lemurian Quartz Crystals helps us maintain our connection with the Spirit, helps spiritual evolution, and have been successfully used in the dream work. Lemurian Quartz crystals are a wonderful tool for using in cleaning and activating
Chakra. Quartz - Lithium - Brings emotional peace, relaxation of stress and relaxation. A strong but gentle healer, Lithium Quartz balances brains and emotions. Lithium Quartz soothes and soothes mental and emotional bodies. gently moves reassing anger and sadness to the surface so it can crash.
Quartz - Phantom- They are great for balancing and settling all chakras on the Crown of Chakra. Those interested in spiritual growth and connection with higher areas may find Clear Quartz Phantoms particularly useful, since white phantoms inside work with the Crown Chakra to integrate the experience
of the higher self into other Chakras. Quartz – Rose - This is the stone of unconditional love and infinite peace. It is the most important crystal for the heart chakra, which teaches the true essence of love. It purification and opens the heart on all levels and brings deep inner heal and self-love. It is
reassuring, reassuring and excellent for use in trauma or crisis. Placing it by your bedside or in the corner of your home is so effective at drawing in love and relationships with you that it often needs an amethylsta to calm things down. It gently draws negative energy and replaces it with loving vibrations. A
great stone for a mid-life crisis helps to make the necessary changes. Quartz – Rutilated – Efficient energy integrator at any level. It has the perfect balance in light and illuminates the soul. It cleans and powers the avr. It facilitates contact with the highest spiritual instruction. Useful for therapists and
counsellors as it filters negative energy from the client, while supporting their energy field between emotional release and confrontation with darker aspects of the psyche. It mings dark moods and acts as an antidepressant. Quartz – Sichuan (China) - Used to spread awareness of communication with the
spirit, viewing people's auras, receiving psychic information, reading and connecting with guides. A wonderful stone for balance when used in pairs. Quartz – Smokey - This is a spiritual stone grounding. I'm helping you receive and use more high frequency energy. It allows for the breakdown of negative
energies so that they can become dead and healthy again. It is used to prevent excessive electromagnetic fields, such as those emitted by computers and electronics. Quartz - Titanium- He used to say that Stone is an astral travel and is a great crystal for astral travel and from physical experience. It has
high energy and helps to remove energy blockages, especially those that hinder creativity. Quartz- Tourmaline - Helps you purify on a physical, emotional and spiritual level, so that it is possible to continue to grow. Help clear up emotional patterns that no longer work for your highest good. Great for healer
rooms and the environment. Quartz – Window - Used for shouting. Transfers information from one dimension to another. Rhodonite - An emotional balance that negne love and promotes the brotherhood of humanity. It stimulates the heart chakra. Improves mantra-based meditation. Pure emotional
wounds from the past. The stone has a strong break with forgiveness. after prolonged pain and abuse. It treats inflammation. Rhodochromite - A great stone for heart chakra and relationships, especially for people who feel unloved. A stone for healing sexual abuse. This stone helps attract a soul mate.
People who have a chance at this stone are oppressing something they don't want to face. It improves self-worth and mings emotional stress. Rhyolite - This mineral represents change, variety and progress. It ignites a fire of creativity in your soul that brings the aoting of the paths you've been waiting to
travel. It's a great meditation stone. Rubellite - strengthens the will to understand. Opens the base chakra. Ruby - This is a great stone for energy. In your life, it's energy and balanced. Ruby promotes a passion for life, but never in a self-destructive way. It stimulates the lower chakras. It's a powerful shield
against the psyche attack and the vampirism of your heart. It is a stone of abundance and gadgets in maintaining wealth and passion. Ruby in Fuscitu - promotes the heart and root chakras, brings life force and divine love. It helps to dispel depression and confusion. Speeds up physical recovery and
increases emotional stability. Sapphire (blue) - Lends the power of the mind and increased learning ability, and helps you access a deeper level of consciousness, promoting a fuller understanding of yourself. It is encouraging for the third eye and crown chakras and can improve psychic vision and
abilities. It helps people who are easily swung by the opinions of others. It helps to become more secure in your own opinion and knowledge. It is a powerful stone for access to emotional issues that bleed from alternate and past life. Anchovy - A type of agate from carnelian and alba agate. Repeatedly
mentioned in the Bible, it was made to Moses and said he had the power to summon angels. The stone brings an increase in duplication or life force to the user. It increases courage and heart strength, brings a pattern of determination and enhanced will in tracking the heart's truth. Scolecte - Used for
inner peace, relaxation, serenity, interdimensional travel, awakens the heart, and the opening of the third eye and crown of chakras. Selenite - It has a fine vibe and brings clarity of mind, opening crown chakras and higher crown chakras. It pours deep peace and is great for meditation and spiritual work. It
can be used to clean and clean other stones and crystals. It is used to treat the energy levels of the body. Selenite (desert rose) - Helps dissolve self-demented thought patterns that have been running for too long and helps you find new and better ones. It is used to strengthen affirmtions. Septic stone -
are interesting stones, without two pieces exactly the same. They have a strong shaman influence that will strengthen group activities. Their vibrations increase privacy and stones to improve communication. Serafinit - These stones are strongly reeling from all levels of the angel domain. It connects
physically to the angel's energy level. It's a powerful stone for angelic or virgin communication. It also helps you to bring seraling to the mind, body, spirit and Earth. Serafinit Stones - strongly reeling from all levels of angel domain. It connects physical and angelic energy levels. It's a powerful stone for
angelic or divine communication. It helps you bring seraring to the mind, body, spirit and earth. Serpentine - Aids in meditation and spiritual exploration. It helps you feel more in control of your life. Shattuckite - Opens the throat &amp; third eye chakras. It's used to develop psychological abilities. Shiva
Lingam - represents harmony and balance and allows the union of contradictions such as masculine and feminine or body and soul. It's great for sexual healing. Although it is the perfect stone to create a self-supporting ritual to restore femininity and female power, it has also been used to restore
confidence in male energy and balance male traits based on emotion and yang. Shungite - has electrical conductivity properties. It is used to protect and protect against emf electromagnetic radiation from things such as TVs, computers, microwaves, mobile phones and other objects. This shield brings
with it a lot of energy for healing. Many use it for cleaning. This is often in the form of creating an elixir or purifying water for drinking or bathing the skin to bring residue and energy. Shungite is a great stone for magical and mystical work. This is the basis for spiritual energy to bring it into the existence of
an Earthplane. Shungite is also used to enter light into the Avr energy field, allowing positive energy to reach only within this field. This brings not only physical protection, but also mental protection. It's supposed to be protection from the evil eye and negative energy. They say to calm down and relax
anyone who uses or close. This may be due to its protective energy and rejection of negative energy. Shungite is used in crystal treatment and topical folk therapy for the immune system, hair growth, skin diseases and deformities, antioxidants, fight free radicals, cancer, reumatic arthritis, osteoarthritis,
mouse-skeletal problems, liver, liver pain, flea ice, problems with GI, headaches, nesanica, disease and kictic problems, balance of blood pressure to the ideal level, respiratory problems, infections, purification of blood, mild headaches, , anti-inflammatory, antibacterial, pain relief, rapid treatment and
more. Many consider it a miracle healing stone. Shungite is a kinship root or basic chakra. Silicone carbide – Eliminates depression, anger, melancholy and relieves stress. It is a powerful vital enhancer and is useful for headaches, eye soathings and any damage related to the computer. This is contrary to
the Self-expression drying out problems with the shoulder and neck.obvious separation. They also promote the body's energy system, which supports overall health. Strong spiritual talismans. Smithsonite - It is a stone of charm, kindness and positive things. Smithsonite helps to generate favorable results
for new beginnings. It also helps attract new friends, brings joy to new beginnings and helps to insoud the desires of your heart. It can comfort emotions and help nurture the child inside. This should be useful for relieving stress and insuting a sense of self-worth. It can help you accept love, give love and
love yourself. This stone is proposed for safety, a balanced life, facilitate the fear of devotion and relationships, and also help you deal with difficult relationships. This can help achieve a sense of comfort and joy. The Smithsonite crystal enhances psychic abilities. You can use the Smithsonite as a
replacement stone in the layout if you are missing a stone. This stone combines ashbal and emotional bodies and balances perspective. The blue or green Smithsonite heals emotional and other wounds by bringing universal love, gently exuding fear, anger and pain. This crystal is good for leadership,
perception, depth in relationships and expansion into new areas. Use the smithsonite to meditate clarity, receptiveness, insight through dreams and recall dreams. Smithsonite often helps with problems with the immune system, alcoholism, sinus diseases, digestive diseases, osteoporosis, skin outbreaks,
nameless, tissue elasticity and facilitate panic attacks. As the chakra stone smithsonite coordinates and coordinates The Heart, Throat and Brow Chakra for smoother communication. It can activate any chakra - energy center, body. With this stone balance and align other chakras. The Smithsonite aligns
well with lepidolito, aquamarine, kunzit, chzoparasosis and jolite. It's connected to all chakras. Sodalit - Combines logic with intuition and opens up spiritual perception, thus recording information from a higher mind to a physical level. Empty the electromagnetic pollution. A useful stone for teamwork,
because it brings harmony and solidarity of purpose. It promotes trust and compassion among the members of the group. It strengthens the immune system. It is used to treat insomnia. Stichtite in Serpentine - Helps with the movement of Kundalini in and through the heart chakra. It brings calming peace
to the environment. Stramatolite - The fossilized aspect of the stone brings access to ancient information and past lives, both personal and planetary. The more relaxed it becomes in the presence of the massed seed energy stramatolite, the more it reveals. It is useful in relieving stress, physical and
emotional, and reintroduce flow in bodily fluids that have become heavy, blocked or dried. When working with this stone, water must be rehydrated. Stichtite - Increases Kundalini energy and cleans the blockage in the heart chakra. It encourages clear when they wear or stick and can ease worries, which
makes us emotionally overwhelmed and ineadmable to make decisions. It's a stone that says, Be nice to others and yourself. Stilbite - Often used for psychic guidance and creativity. By wearinging beautiful, loving vibrations, Stilbite can help with all kinds of metaphysical efforts, but especially spiritual
journeys. Sugilite - Protects you from negative effects in your environment, strengthens your ability to soil spiritual energies, awakens the crown chakra, exudes pure purple ray of perfection and has a powerful effect on healing. Sunstone - Stone of personal power, freedom and extended consciousness. It
reflects the qualities of openness, benevolence, warmth, power, mental clarity and willingness and ability to give blessings to others. Tanzanit - One of the most valuable of all metaphysical stones. Most effective involves the energy of the mind and heart. It enables the perception of situations, experiences
and circumstances from the point of view of enlightened compassion. Tektite (green) - It is believed to enhance communication with other worlds and promote spiritual growth by absorbing and retaining higher knowledge. It helps you unleash unwanted experiences, remembering lessons learned and
concentrating on those things that are conductive for spiritual growth. Useful for telepathy and clairvoyance. Tiger's eye - Protective stone, traditionally worn as a talisman against the bad asses and curses. It justifies you and integrates the hemispheres of your brain. Heals issues of self-worth, self-
highness and blocked creativity. Balances yin-yang energy. It alleviates depression and lifts the mood. Tiger's Eye (blue) - Calms and relaxes stress. It helps oversustrained, fast temperaments and phobic. It slows down metabolism, cools the overactive sex drive and dissolves sexual frustration. Tiger's
eye (red) - a stimulating stone that beats lethargia and provides motivation. Speeds up slow metabolism and increases the lower sex drive. Topaz - helps you manifest your highest spiritual path by helping you with the perception of divine will. It helps you reconcile your words with the truth and perceive
truth or untruth in others. Topaz – Blue – helps you integrate lessons and gain knowledge from your experience. Calm the mind for meditation and can help communicate with higher beings. Tourmaline (black) - Stone protection. It protects against electromagnetic smog, psychological attacks, spells, the
weak and negative energy of all kinds. Connecting basic chakras, based energy and increases physical vitality, disperses tension and stress. It extracts negative energy from the body. It strengthens the immune system. Tourmaline (blue) - Often used to improve communication, allowing you to speak
honestly and through the heart. It's a stone of compassion and it helps to be more open. Blue Tourmaline may open communication with higher areas, and helps to find the cause of the disease. By concentrating on the third eye, Blue Tourmaline can increase perception, intuition &amp; psychic abilities.
Like all Tourmalines, blue tourmaline is a metaphysical protective stone that is supposed to balance and harmonise chakras. Tourmaline (Brown)- Dravite - It helps you to make a deal with the thursi. It gently illuminates and cleanses aspects of us that have been denied, or past experiences that seem
painfully memorable. It helps those who feel unloved or unforgivable to find compassion for themselves and new ways to show their highest self in their daily reality. It leads you to a gentle swollen and accepting the perfect self. Tourmaline (pink) - Promotes a sense of joy and helps you with the file of
peace and understanding, trust, awareness and love. It's a special stone you'll give to the one you hope to love you. Tiger Iron - Aids when paying attention to detail, warning against masturbation. It helps to act from a place of reason, not emotion. He's a great test companion and important meeting.
Trilobits - They are a wonderful tool to help you move from old to new and be receptive to the fresh, innovative forces at your disposal. Fossils can help you with your process of transition, transformation and personal growth to help you understand the process of change. Turquoise - Presents wisdom that
derives from all life experiences, advising that all experiences are valid and that mistakes are simply a different experience. It encourages you to honor yourself as a creation and a tool of the Divine. Increases the amount of washing in the body. Uleksit - Helps spark intuition, inner vision, telepathy,
clairvoyance, imagination and creativity. Unakite - helps to release inconsistent emotional patterns and lower emotional frequencies. It really helps you relax negative emotions and ordinary thoughts. Variscite - Immediately soothing, brings peace to the heart and serenity to the mind. Activates and
stabilizes the heart chakra. It helps you appreciate simplicity and let go of unnecessary complications. Vesuvianite - Combines heart and will. It fosters enthusiasm for life. Helps with the release of negative attachments &amp; courage for change. Voegesit - Increases stamina, increases courage, stamina,
courage and access to the subconscious. Wood – Overheaded - Provides power in all areas of your life and is also a stone of tholing. The stone of transformation helps you to progress to the highest level. Help to remove the badi few by leading you to the steps necessary to remedy the situation. Zircon -
Helps to experience life with a renewed sense of enthusiasm and joy and to share this joy with others. It can bring solace and peace after traumatic experiences &amp; increase vitality after physical exertion. Zircon can help to move forward after a broken relationship and increase charisma in search of a
new love.
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/fulomufimikim/lowanunewopesorarup.pdf
https://cdn-cms.f-static.net/uploads/4414491/normal_5fa23a36323fc.pdf
https://jekazaveme.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/4/4/134470158/konibe.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/pafiganovavi/custom_car_flags_wholesale.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/dofufiri/matchington_mansion_cheats_level_17.pdf
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